Industrial Scientific Introduces iNet® Now Live Monitoring Software

iNet® Now helps teams to monitor gas detector status and location in real time.

PITTSBURGH, PA – 19 September 2017 – Industrial Scientific, the global leader in gas detection, is pleased to announce the release of iNet® Now Live Monitoring Software. iNet Now enables real-time monitoring of worker location, environment, and status. Should a worker encounter a gas hazard, be immobilized, or have the need to escalate a condition through a panic alarm, text and email alerts, including a map of the area, are sent to designated contacts. By using iNet Now, workers can have peace of mind that potentially dangerous conditions or situations will be escalated to someone able to take action.

iNet Now Live Monitoring Software provides several advantages that lead to better overall safety and productivity:

- A live map displays the status and location of workers, eliminating the cost and time it takes to complete manual check-in processes
- Automated alerts are activated when emergency situations occur, triggering responders and equipping them with a detailed understanding of the situation

iNet Now is also compatible with all LENS™ Wireless devices, including the Ventis® Pro Series and Radius™ BZ1. The combination of LENS Wireless and iNet Now makes it easier than ever to see the state of both wearable gas detectors and area monitors as they are deployed across work teams.

“We are excited to add iNet Now to our portfolio of connected worker solutions that enable more potentially at-risk and lone workers to make it home alive at the end of the day,” said Justin McElhattan, president of Industrial Scientific.

iNet Now is part of Industrial Scientific’s iNet® Integrated Solution for Gas Detection that includes iNet® Control Gas Detection Management Software and iNet® Exchange Gas Detection as a Service. Any of the offerings in iNet may be used individually or combined to provide complete visibility into gas detection programs of any size. To learn more, visit www.indsci.com/inet.

About Industrial Scientific Corporation

As the global leader in gas detection, Industrial Scientific provides gas detection products and services that keep workers safe in hazardous environments. The company’s 700 employees in 21 countries are committed to preserving human life, and have dedicated their careers to eliminating death on the job by the year 2050. Established in 1985 and headquartered in Pittsburgh (USA), Industrial Scientific also has operations based in Arras (France) and Shanghai (China), and provides technical services to customers from local service centers around the world. Industrial Scientific is the parent company to Predictive Solutions Corporation (www.predictivesolutions.com). For more information, visit www.indsci.com.
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